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There is no word from Broward county as to when Deicke will reopen. Given the state of the
pandemic, it doesn’t look like it will be any time soon. We will keep you posted as always
until once again it is safe to gather in a group.
Friday 9/4 is the date for the trip to Michael’s Bromeliads in Venice. For those who planned
to attend, you’ll be receiving an email update along with a list of others willing to car pool
as well as the address and directions in case you don’t trust your co-pilot or your GPS!
Af�iliations: BSBC supports the BSI, Cryptanthus Society and FCBS (2017-2020)
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Hohenbergias
Considered by some to be the “ugly duckling” of the Bromeliad family, Hohenbergias can also be
some of the most colorful and uniquely shaped plants in your collection. Their blooms may not be
as large or colorful as some Aechmeas, but the contrasting color between their leaves and their
spines can be just as spectacular to the collector with a keen eye. Here are a few of our pics for this
genus that we think you’ll appreciate... that is until you rub them the wrong way!

Hohenbergia ‘Ouchi’
Photo by Barbara Stultz
courtesy of the BCR

Hohenbergia ‘Leopoldo-Horstii
courtesy of Pinterest

Hohenbergia ‘Rumpelstiltskin’
Photo by Marie Giddins
courtesy of the BCR

Hohenbergia pennae ‘Palmiries’
Photo by Tropi�lora

Hohenbergia ‘Berry Nice’
Photo by Graeme Barclay
courtesy of the BCR

Hohenbergia pennae

Photo by Bird Rock Tropical

Hohenbergias are native to the Yucatan Peninsula, West Indies, Columbia, Venezuela, and Brazil.
Named after the German botanist and Prince of Württemberg, Hoenberg, Hohenbergias come in a
wide variety of shapes and sizes. Many grow quite large and can endure direct sunlight making
them perfect for larger landscape accents. Others like ‘Karla’ which is a smaller, variegated variety,
are more often grown in pots by those who fancy their sharp, curly leaves. Regardless of their size,
Hohenbergia spines command your respect or you’ll suffer the consequences!
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Hohenbergia ‘Capricorn 360’

Photo by Geoff Breen, courtesy of the BCR

HOHENBERGIA Rosy Majesty
Photo Dennis Heckart

Hohenbergia ‘Castellanosii’

courtesy of the BCR

unknown Hohenbergia
courtesy of Pinterest

HOHENBERGIA ‘TJ Leo Ripple’
Photo tash Atkinson
courtesy of the BCR

Hohenbergia ‘Karla’
courtesy of Pinterest

While these Hohenbergias are certainly attractive, they aren’t as easy to �ind as many of the more
common bromeliad groups. In fact, chances are you won’t �ind them at your local home center or
even your local nursery without special ordering them. Your best chance of locating one of these
beauties may be through specialized growers like Tropi�lora or Michael’s Bromeliads or online
sellers on sites like eBay.
One thing is certain, when you add one of these unique “spiney pots” to your collection, they are
sure to stand out in your garden and make you the envy of your group. In exchange, you’ll get
hours of enjoyment, a few pups, and lots more “kisses” which may require a bandage... or two!
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From Our Gardens
This month we received photos from
several of our members who wanted
to share their gardens with you and
the rest of the club members since
we can’t do so in person.

David Harris (Left) has been a part of the BSBC for
sometime, but we’ve not gotten a glimpse of his
gardens until now. Like all of us, bromeliads are a
huge part of his collection, but there is so much more
to see in his gardens. Thanks to his work behind the
camera the wait is over!

Here he is pictured with his Grammatophyllum or ‘Tiger Orchid’. It’s a monster of a plant and can
weigh up to a ton in a natural habitat. Once mature, they are supposed to bloom every couple of
years, but David says he has waited 11 years for this one to bloom! Looking at the smile on his
face, it appears that it was worth the wait. Congrats and proof again that patience is a virtue.
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As you can see from these photos, David has a wide variety of bromeliads, orchids, and ferns
along with many other plant species coexisting under mature oaks and palm trees. If you look
closely, there’s even some turf in the background which means there’s room for more plants!

**=Salt Tolerance

From the very mature ponytail palm tree to his long-awaited Tiger orchid �inally in bloom,
David’s collection is a testament to his many years of growing and patience which we can all
relate to. Thanks for sharing these David and we wish you many more years of success!
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Diane Leiner has shared numerous pictures
from her gardens over the past several
months and once again, she’s graced us with
some photos of her recent blooms (left).
Her tillandsia ‘stricata’ have formed
multiple clusters on this palm tree and are
now in full bloom! They look like jewelry
adoring the tree adding color and life to her
garden.
Several group projects had to be put on hold when
the pandemic hit hard in south Florida and several of
our members are still holding on to plants that were
donated to these county-wide park projects that will
help beautify Broward county.
In past Scurf issues we’ve seen the large collection
that Brad and Becky are fostering and now we get a
glimpse of some from BSBC member Kay McGinn.
Kay says she has more than she has room for and
can’t wait to share them with Broward county residents when the park projects get back on track.

Enjoy them while they last and as always,
thanks for sharing, Diane.

Kay McGinn plans to donate these from her garden

Brigitte Sheeks also shared some of
her gorgeous tillandsia ‘stricta’ that
are in bloom (left).

These healthy clusters with multiple
blooms are surrounded by Spanish
Moss creating a beautiful bouquet of
color and texture for the tree.
Great job, Brigitte and thanks for
letting us have a glimpse into your
garden paradise!

Send us photos of your garden treasures whether they are bromeliads or like David, a plethora of
colors and textures from many different plant groups. While we are �irst and foremost a bromeliad
society, we are all lovers of nature and anything plant related. Even a weed like Thistle has
immense beauty when it blooms. Just don’t let it go to seed!
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From The Editor
South Florida dodged a bullet this month
when hurricane Isaias passed by with little
impact and now two more are heading into
the Gulf of Mexico. Floridians rarely panic
over a Cat 1 storm as this cute meme shows!

Regardless of the size of your collection, talk
of hurricane will get your attention and force
you to prioritize. Just remember, protect the
plants �irst, then worry about storm shutters!

If you’re like me and have a larger collection than the average
enthusiasts, you probably process an approaching storm by
determining which plants you feel could weather the storm and
which cannot... or at least which ones you worry less about losing
to your neighbor! As Isaias was due east of my area, I found
myself outside at 6 am pondering this very question.
I looked around and actually found some tillandsias and a couple
of mini broms that had fallen and needed a new outlook on life.
Not really concerned with the storm, I grabbed a burnt piece of
wood I collected while in Gatlinburg, TN and an old bonsai pot. I
quickly put them together to create my “hurricane Isaias” tribute.
I topped it off with a small Till. ‘Ionantha’ which I put on a rock
and my “Florida Kracken”; a Till. ‘caput-medusae’ in a shell.

After the light winds let up, I walked around and took photos of
some of my favorite plants that were blooming and had “weathered
the storm”! I cherish many of these as they were gifted to me by
fellow BSBC members in my early days of collecting bromeliads.
Over the past several years I have waited for them to mature and
bloom so that I could really appreciate the gifts I had been given.
The Aec. ‘blue tango’ (right) is from Gina Havens. I’ve always heard
this plant is a revered part of any brom collection so I was excited
when I saw the bloom forming in the cup. While the foliage itself
isn‘t spectacular, its mere size and shape make it a focal point.
Now that it’s bloomed, I can see its majestic appeal. It’s already
pupping and I can’t wait to share the �irst one with a dear friend
who got hooked on broms shortly after I did. Make room, Deb!
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The Aec. ‘bractiata’ (left/right)
are from a plant I was given by
Fred Senior who passed away
shortly after I joined the group.

Both were pups from the plant he
gave me and while the seed pods
aren’t as ornate as a chantinii or
the foliage as colorful as the Neos
I have, I just love the way they
close up tight around the in�lorescence. I’ve not seen that level
of physical transformation in any
other bromeliad in my collection.

I’ve been able to extract hundreds of seeds from these two plants and have already seen sprouts
in the make-shift terrariums I placed them in. I think this species will always be in my collection
due to its unique look and the fact that it came from such a friendly soul. Thanks, Fred. I hope you
can see and enjoy them as much as I have!

In the non-brom category, my Rangoon Creeper is one that I worry about when strong storms are
in the forecast. It’s really doing well since I built a larger trellis for it and used a drench to remove
the pesky beetles that were eating it. It blooms several times throughout the season and when it
does, the sweet aroma from the multi-colored blooms �ill the entire back yard.
I’ve tried to get starts off it, but haven’t had much success. If this is a plant you’ve had success
getting starts from, let me know as several people have asked if I have one for them.

Until next time,
-Brad
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August Birthdays
Jackie Fisher

Norman Grover

Judith Lahey

Eric Petrusha

Michael Ray

Errol Simmons

Harry Sperling

Phil Warder

Upcoming Events, Things to See
Another month has come and gone and still the pandemic keeps us apart. Though the
number of new cases in our region are slowly starting to decrease, it appears that several
more months will go by before our of�icial meetings can resume. Since we meet in a county
facility, chances are that it may not be available to us until next year.

Many of us have attended virtual gatherings whether for work, entertainment, or just to see
our friends and family who we have been separated from for far too long. Because of this,
popular online meeting formats such as Skype, Zoom, and even Facebook Live have
become regular formats to many of us and something we are considering if enough of our
members have the ability to be apart of this type of interaction.

The downside to these types of meetings is that many of our members may not have a pc
cam and microphone so they could only view rather than participate. It may also limit the
types of presentations and guest speakers that we can choose from. The worst part is we’d
miss seeing everyones smiling faces! If enough members are interested in a virtual meeting,
we can try it and see. After all, it seems to be the only option for the rest of 2020.
Let us know what you think so we can plan accordingly. In the meantime, stay safe so that
we can once again come together to share our love of bromeliads and gardening.
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